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Retired Members’ Chapter #210 Mission Statement

The CWA Local 4250/CTU #16 Retired Members’ Chapter #210 (RMC) welcomes you to our webpage.

Can any of us truly feel financially secure when we retire? Will we continue to get health care benefits from our employers? Will our pensions continue to be safe? Will our Social Security and Medicare be protected or cut back and privatized? Corporations worldwide are greedily grabbing back benefits which the CWA and other unions have attained over many years of hard won contracts. We need your help to build a strong CWA Local 4250/CTU #16 Retired Members’ Chapter. By joining you can help us FIGHT BACK against unprecedented corporate greed, their lobbyists, gluttonous politicians, the top 1%... and their lackeys in the main stream news media!

Nationwide, CWA local RMC members serve as guardians of the benefits that CWA and other unions worked hard to achieve in negotiations with our employers at the bargaining table, on picket lines and through legislation in Congress. Together, we must take on those who view retirees as expendable liabilities or people on an entitlement program that should be eliminated or privatized. Social Security and Medicare are NOT "entitlements." WE PAID for them out of EVERY paycheck we earned.

We may be retired, but our activism as CWA members has not ended. You can be part of the growing army of tens of thousands of CWA retirees who are working with the Lifetime CWA Retired Members Council through their Local RMC to protect benefits and programs that are critical to our retirement. We also work to elect local, state and federal candidates who will pledge to protect middle-class Americans, not sell us out to corporations and the top 1%. We want, most of all that our children and grand-children share in our American Dream.

JOIN OUR RETIREE REVOLUTION!

In Unity Strength & Solidarity:
Steve Tisza, President CWA Local 4250/CTU No. 16 RMC